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N.B.: Dans cette partie du cours, je vais introduire  
progressivement le modèle le plus simple permettant  

de décrire la compétition entre blocage de Coulomb et  
transport de quasi particules.  

 
Une motivation physique est la physique des points  
quantiques dans les 2DEG (blocage de Coulomb et  

sa suppression par l’effet Kondo).  
 

La présentation est introductive et ne fera pas justice  
aux remarquables développements récents de ce domaine 

(à voir les experts Grenoblois ! 
C.Bauerle,W.Wernsdorfer, N.Roch, S.Florens…)  



A common thread  
through this series of lectures:  

Blocking of electronic motion  
(and suppression of density fluctuations) 

by repulsive interactions  
(« Coulomb blockade ») 



The simplest `atom’ 

Level crossings: 

- Between |n=0> and |n=1> at ε = 0 
- Between |n=1> and |n=2> at ε = - U 



Occupancy of the isolated atom : 

``Coulomb staircase’’: 
Blocking of charge by  
repulsive interactions,  
Except at points of  
level-crossing  
(charge degeneracy)  
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LM regime 

Spectroscopy of the isolated atom 
One-particle spectral function, at T=0: 

and, at finite temperature: 

0 



The (Friedel-, Wolff-) Anderson model 
- and other `quantum impurity’ models - :  

Correlation effects « in a nutshell » 

 "O God! I could be bounded in a nutshell,  
and count myself king of infinite space,  
were it not that I have bad dreams !"   

William Shakespeare (in: Hamlet) 

J.Friedel, Can.J.Phys 34, 1190 (1956) 
P.W.Anderson, Phys Rev 124, 41 (1961) 
P.A.Wolff, Phys. Rev. 124, 1030 (1961) 



The model 

Conduction electron host (``bath’’, environment) 

Single-level ``atom’’ 

Transfers electrons between bath 
and atom – Hybridization, tunneling 



``Atom in a bath’’ 



Relevance to physical systems 

•  1. Magnetic impurities in metals 
- Low concentration of magnetic atoms, with quite localized orbitals,  
into metallic host 
 
- e.g.   3d transition metals (Mn, Cr, Fe) into Au or Cu or Al 
            4f dilute rare-earth compounds e.g. CexLa1-x Cu6 (x << 1) 
In some cases, all range of solid solution can be studied,  
      from dilute to dense system (Kondo alloy to Heavy-Fermion regime) 



Friedel’s virtual bound-state concept 

Cf. Jacques Friedel  Can.J.Phys 34, p. 1190 (1956) 
                                  Nuov Cim Supp 7, p.287 (1958) 
                                  Varenna school XXXVII, 1966 



•  2. Nanostructures: Many-Body effects on the 
Coulomb blockade 

Coulomb repulsion on the  
dot increases as the size  
(capacitance) decreases 



Extremely simplified model: a slight 
modification of the Anderson  

single-impurity model (w/ 2 baths) 

Hybridization to the leads Leads 

Coulomb blockade on the dot  

Valid for widely separated energy levels on the dot, considering a  
single level (NOT correct for a metallic island, OK for 2DEG dots).  



Conductance through dot : 

L 

R 

Left junction, Kubo formula: 

à 

Adding the 2 junctions in series: 



High-temperature regime T>Γ : Coulomb blockade 

Use isolated atom form of spectral function: 

Height Γ/T 

Width ~ T 

Decreasing T 



But… 
The atomic limit (V=0) is 
SINGULAR 
(when the bath has states at low-energy, as in a metal) 
 
The ground-state is actually modified as soon as V≠0 
and becomes a singlet state (S=0) in which the local 
moment has been `swallowed’ (screened out) by the 
conduction electron bath 
 
à Kondo effect 

 



Exact solution for a single site in the bath: 

Conserved quantum  
numbers: 
N, S, Sz 
 

1+4+6+4+1=16 states 



Focus on N=2 (ground-state) sector in LM regime: 

Symmetric case εd=-U/2 

Energy in SINGLET SECTOR is lowered by virtual hops 
Double occupancy in intermediate state à energy denominator ~ U 



Ground-state wave-function: 

Key points: 

- The atomic limit V=0 is SINGULAR in the LM regime 
- A non-zero V lifts the ground-state degeneracy 

- The ground-state becomes a singlet: the impurity moment is  
``screened’’ by binding w/ a conduction electron 



Suppression of the Coulomb blockade 
by the Kondo effect at low-T:  

Wave-function interpretation (qualitative) 

Virtual transitions create admixture of components with  
0 or 2 electrons on the dot in the wave-function. 
à  Restoration of charge fluctuations 
à  Conductance (transmission) takes maximal possible value 2e2/h 



See also: D. G-G et al. PRL 81 (1998) 5225 

Orders of magnitude: 
U ~ 1.9 meV 
Γ ~ 0.3 meV 
Range of TK: 
40mK à 2,5 K 
 







Nature of the strong-coupling fixed point 
and its vicinity:  

singlet formation and local Fermi liquid 

-  Singlet ground-state formed between impurity spins and conduction electrons 
      (cf. one conduction orbital calculation) 

- Seen from the conduction electron viewpoint:  

N sites à N-1 sites (impurity site inaccessible) à π/2 “phase shift” 

Anderson, Wilson, Nozières, … 







The conduction electrons viewpoint: 

with: Scattering T-matrix 

Conduction electron phase-shift defined by: 

Note: at particle-hole symmetry: T (and Gd) is purely imaginary à δ = π/2 

à Need to understand spectral function of impurity orbital 

Total scattering cross-section ~ Im T ~ V2 Ad(ω) - `optical’ theorem 



LM case (δ=π/2): Conduction electron density of states vanishes at the  
impurity site  
From the above expression: 

Hence: 
Special case of Friedel’s  
sum rule 

Thus, the spectral function of the impurity must grow a resonance  
around zero-energy (Fermi level of the electron gas) 
= Abrikosov-Suhl resonance 

Formation of the resonance as a tunneling process between  
spin-up and spin-down states à on board  



Numerical Renormalization Group (NRG) calculation 
T.Costi and A.Hewson, J. Phys Cond Mat 6 (1994) 2519 

~ -U/2 ~ +U/2 

Γ ZΓ 

Low energy associated with  
the resonance and quasiparticle excitations: 



Magnetic impurities in metallic host:  contribution to resistivity : 

Kubo formula for c-electrons 

`Optical’ theorem 

Unitary limit resistivity : 

Tà0 limit: maximal (unitary) scattering: 

Contrast to TRANSMISSION: maximal conductance (1/A à A !): 



Impurity contribution to resistivity : 

Kubo formula for c-electrons 

`Optical’ theorem 

Unitary limit resistivity : 

T=0 : 

Finite-T, Kondo regime: 



Conductance (cont’d)… 
Specialize to L-R symmetric device, for simplicity: 

Notes: 
1- Compare to formula for resistivity ! G ~ R quite remarkable ! 

2- à ~ A Landauer formula generalized to tunneling into an interacting system 
    ΓAd(ω,T) plays the role of transparency of barrier 

3- Generalization to out of equilibrium, e.g. I(V) for finite voltage 
Is an outstanding problem. General formula based on Keldysh has been  
Derived (Meir and Wingreen, PRL 68 (1992) 2512) but concrete calculations  
Difficult ! Numerous recxent works (Saleur et al., Andrei et al.) – an active field ! 



Magnetic impurities in metals: 
resistivity minimum 

De Haas, de Boer  
and van den Berg,  
Physica 1 (1934) 1115 
``The resistivity of the gold wires 
measured (not very pure) has a  
minimum.’’  



The Kondo effect :  
contribution of magnetic impurities to resistivity 
increases as T is lowered !  
  

Impurity contribution to resistivity of 
different  alloys, plotted against reduced 

temperature scale. 
[After Rizzuto et al. J. Phys F 3, p.825 

(1973) ] 

Note wide range of θ, defined from low-T: 

De Haas, de Boer  
and van den Berg,  
Physica 1 (1934) 1115 
``The resistivity of the gold wires 
Measured (not very pure) has a  
Minimum.’’  



An experiment contemporary to Kondo’s paper and 
demonstrating that the effect comes from Fe-moments : 



Kondo’s  
Resistance minimum: 



The Kondo effect from  
the small V  

(Γ<<U) perspective 



Effective Hamiltonian at small V: the Kondo model 

1-site: low-energy Hilbert space ={ground-state + triplet S=1} 

Sd, Sc: spin operators 

Can be generalized to a full conduction electron band: 
(Schrieffer-Wolff transformation –eliminating states w/ nd=0,2) -1966- 

à 

à 0 in symmetric case 



Expansion in the Kondo coupling (~Γ/U):  
singularities   

Not surprisingly in view of the above, the perturbative  
expansion in J is plagued w/ singularities  
(when the conduction electron bath is metallic - gapless) Jun Kondo 

The original calculation by Kondo deals w/ the resistivity,  
in which the log’s appear at 3rd order: 

-  Hints at an explanation of the `resistance minimum  
(R increases as T is lowered) 
- Perturbation theory FAILS BELOW a characteristic scale : 

``Kondo temperature’’ 



Scaling and the Renormalization Group 
RG approach: integrate out (recursively) only over high-energy conduction  
electron states, and reformulate the result as a new Hamiltonian  
with a scale-dependent coupling. 

Integrate only over shell: 

Calculate corresponding change in interactions (2-particle vertex): 

Define scale parameter: 

Flow to  
Lowest order: 

NB: In those RG slides J is dimensionless Jà J ρ0 



RG flow: AF model flows to strong coupling 

à 

Coupling becomes large at  



Flow of the coupling (all orders): à 

Kondo scale: 

+ small corrections 

Universal scaling function associated with strong-coupling fixed point 

Refined estimate to next order: 



Low-T physics: fixed point+leading 
irrelevant operator = Fermi liquid 

This is best described using a one-dimensional description of fermions,  
associated with s-wave (l=0) channel. Cf. Affleck, arXiv:0809.3474 

Kondo Hamiltonian: R- and L-movers on r>0 half-axis 

Folded to full axis, L-movers only, with boundary condition: 



Hamiltonian close to fixed point: 
-  Impurity degree of freedom is GONE ! 
-  Fermions have undergone a π/2 phase-shift, i.e a change of b.c 
-  Operators at fixed point: 
-  1) A marginal one  

-  2) Two leading irrelevant ones of dimension 2, i.e. <O(0)O(t)> ~ 1/t4 

à  Potential scattering,  
     forbidden by p-h stry in stric case 

with:  

Only second one has a sizeable coeff (~1/TK, not 1/D) 

Effective hamiltonian at s.c. fixed point: 

Note: coefficient in front of 2nd term specifies a convention for defining TK 

with modified b.c (phase shift) 



Physical quantities at low-T: 

Resistivity: 

In which ρu is the maximal possible resistivity induced by an impurity 
(unitary limit): 

Characteristic behavior  
of Fermi-liquid 

2nd term (LIO) is small and can be treated in perturbation theory,  
as a weak scattering term: 

Wilson ratio: 



Scaling of G(T)/G(0) vs. T/TK  



Dependence on gate voltage : 
Goldhaber-Gordon et al. 
Phys Rev Lett 81 (1998) 5225 



From small U/Γ to large U/Γ 
 - a smooth evolution - 

•  In contrast to the expansion in the 
hybridization (Γ), the expansion in U is 
perfectly fine and smooth. 

•  Local Fermi liquid theory naturally 
emerges 

•  Pioneers: Yamada and Yosida 



The non-interacting case (U=0) 
- A different point of view, offered by the Anderson model  
  (not available for Kondo model) 
-  In contrast to the V-expansion, small U and large U are smoothly  
   connected.  

Key quantity: hybridization function 

``Integrating out’’ c-electrons,  
or simple diagrammatics,  
or eqs of motion 

= - 



Case of a broad band w/ structureless d.o.s: 
(Note: the integrable case, by Bethe ansatz, for arbitrary U) 

à (Dà infinity) 

à 

`Virtual bound-state’ resonance 
Width given by Fermi’s Golden rule 

In this limit: 

No Coulomb blockade. of course 
Goes smoothly from n=0 to n=2 



•  How does one interpolate from U/Γ=0 limit 
(1 broadened atomic level centered at εd)  
to atomic limit Γ/U=0 ? 
(2 sharp peaks corresponding to atomic transitions,  
Doubly degenerate local-moment ground-state)  



General many-body theory and (local) 
Fermi-liquid considerations 

Focus on dynamics of impurity orbital: integrate out conduction electrons 
à Effective action for impurity orbital: 

also reads: 



Feynman rules associated with this action (involving only time): 
-  A vertex U (local in time) 
-  A `bare’ propagator (retarded): 

The interaction leads to a self-energy for the d-orbital: 

(Local) Fermi-liquid form of self-energy, at T=0: 

First non-trivial diagram O(U2): 



d-level spectral function, wide bandwidth limit, Fermi-liquid considerations: 

Hence, at low-frequency: 

Resonance with renormalized level position and width, overall spectral weight Z: 

In particular, in particle-hole symmetric case (LM regime)  

Width, Weight ~ Z 
Height unchanged ! 



Numerical Renormalization Group (NRG) calculation 
T.Costi and A.Hewson, J. Phys Cond Mat 6 (1994) 2519 

~ -U/2 ~ +U/2 

Γ ZΓ 



The T-matrix, at T=0 and ω=0 (wide bandwidth): 

à phase shift 
at T=ω=0 

Hence : 

So that, finally: 

Local d.o.s of conduction electrons at ω=0: 

d.o.s vanishes in symmetric  
case à Kondo screening `hole’ 

Ad(0) pinned at its U=0 value in  
symmetric case ! 
Im T takes maximal value 
à Unitary limit scattering 



Friedel’s sum-rule 
(valid at T=ω=0, wide bandwidth) 

Exact relation between  
the phase shift and the occupancy of the atomic orbital ! 

Why is this remarkable ? 
-  Phase-shift is a low-energy property (Ad(0)) 
-  Occupancy integrates over all energies (integral of Ad overω<0) 

Non-perturbative proof : see later – or see bibliography 
(in the context of the AIM: Langreth, Phys Rev 150 (1966) 516 



Friedel’s sum-rule: non-perturbative proof (sloppy about contours…) 
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``No Hamiltonian so incredibly 
simple has ever previously done 

such violence to the literature and 
to national science budgets’’ 

Attributed to Harry Suhl by P.W. Anderson  
in his 1978 Nobel lecture 
[Rev Mod Phys 50 (1978) 191 p. 195] 

[Although the Ising model is surely a serious competitor…] 


